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Sponsors and Funders 
We would like to acknowledge the following funders and sponsors for their ongoing 
support in 2019. 
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Chairperson’s Report 
The 2019 year once again concluded with many favourable outcomes and some challenges for Waikato 
Hockey Association (Inc.) (“WHA”).  

It is the 10th year of Declan Wyndham-Smith’s leadership as the CEO and he has gone from strength to 
strength in his role. I would like to thank him for his commitment to the ongoing challenges working in 
our sport. We appreciate his efforts and the skills he brings to WHA in what I regard as a very challenging 
environment.  

One of the highlights of 2019 is the hosting of the National Masters Hockey Tournament. This tournament 
is the largest and biggest domestic tournament of its kind, and I am pleased that Declan and his team and 
volunteers worked long hours and successfully hosted the event despite the challenges of transferring 
some games to the Rotorua hockey turfs. I would like to take the opportunity to thank the Bay of Plenty 
Hockey Association for assisting us in that regard.  

The 2019 year is also a significant year in that our player numbers have increased to such an extent that 
WHA became the third largest hockey association in the country after Canterbury and Auckland. It is sig-
nificant to note that in the space of 10 years, WHA have successfully grown its player base and as a result, 
moved from its 6th position in 2009 and narrowly overtaken North Harbour in 2019.   

Changes to the National Hockey League which are come into force in 2020 have led to the demise of the 
Midlands Hockey (Inc.) and its role in promoting high performance hockey as a regional body is now su-
perfluous. With its demise, WHA will now assume a high performance role and look forward to the chal-
lenges and opportunities that it bring. This is an exciting time for WHA to develop and control its own high 
performance plans and programmes. 

As always, an essential player in any organisation such as WHA is the Board. I would like to acknowledge 
the efforts and contributions of the members, including Stuart McIntyre, Jenny Barkle, Mike Ward, Robyn 
Polley, Suresh Chimanlal and Doug Sommerville. This year Suresh and Doug resigned from the Board. I 
would like to thank them for their years of service to WHA and wish them well in the future.   

Finally, we would not be able to operate without a group of committed funders and sponsors. On behalf 
of the Board and WHA, I would like thank the following: Gallagher, Ford, Go Hockey, Te Awa Westfield, 
Sentinel Homes, New World Rototuna, MacDonalds, Bartercard, Tinttech, NZCT, WEL Energy Trust, the 
Lion Foundation, Trust Waikato, New Zealand Racing Board, Grassroots Trust and Sport Waikato. Your 
continued support is appreciated. We look forward to what 2020 brings. 

 

Truman Wee 

Chairperson of the Board of Waikato Hockey Association (Inc.) & President 
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CEO’s Report 
2019 got off to a flying start with the hosting of the National Masters tournament at the beginning 
of March.  There were a record number of teams entered (82 in total) which meant there was a 
requirement for 4 turfs to be used.  Unfortunately, St Paul’s turf was unavailable as it was being 
resurfaced and the new turf at Hamilton Boys High was not yet completed.  This meant we split the 
hosting across Waikato and Rotorua, although difficult for some peoples travel, the feedback on the 
Waikato hosted part of the tournament was exceptional. 

2019 was a very successful year on a number of measures, we grew our player numbers again as we 
have for each of the last 10 years. We returned an annual surplus and had teams do well at a 
National level, with players go on to National and International honours. 

From a staffing point of view, with the inclusion of our excellent new Administrator Shelley, we had 
a very stable team. The team works exceptionally well together, as each year continues to get 
busier, with our growing hockey community and increased offerings. 

2019 saw the competition of Hockey NZ’s Strategy Delivery review, which has taken 2 ½ years to 
complete and has thrown up some exciting new challenges for Waikato Hockey.  The review sees 
the end of Regions and so I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the Midlands staff, 
Directors, coaches and volunteers from over the years, for all they did in helping Waikato players 
compete at regional level and go on to higher National honours. 

The competition of the Hockey NZ Strategy Delivery review has also allowed us to complete our 
2020-2025 Strategic Plan, after having this plan on hold till we had a clearer picture of the future of 
hockey in New Zealand. 

With Regions now gone, it means our Under 18’s now go back to a National Division 1 tournament, 
as do our Senior Men’s and Women’s teams.  From a WHA point of view that means we need to 
increase our development resource to continue to get Waikato players good enough for National 
honours.  At the end of the year we were lucky enough to employ Reiner Vellinga (who was 
coaching at Midlands) and we look forward to the plans he is setting for 2020 and beyond. 

Outside of the office 2019 has been another huge year, with great continued growth in numbers, 
good results on the field and number of big events. 

 

On the field 

• We grew our player numbers in our winter hockey competitions and now have 5,256 
affiliated players (up over 70% since 2010).  

• We sent 12 Representative teams away to National Tournaments with all teams 
performing well, the highlighted finishes were, Waikato Bears Senior Men’s Team 3rd 
backing up from their 1st place in 2017 and 3rd place in 2018.   

• Our Umpires again excelled on the National Stage, with many of our Umpires being 
chosen for National finals and Test Matches. 

• We again won the Midlands Men’s Intercity competition with Collegians beating 
University. In the Women’s competition Old Girls finished third. Julia Ebert from Fraser 
Tech was the Women’s MVP for the competition. 

• In the Midlands Intercity Secondary school competition, all 4 Divisions were won by 
Waikato Teams. 
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• We had excellent numbers of our Waikato players in all the Midlands teams again. 

• We continue to have many young athletes playing in the Waikato named in NZ Under 18 
and Under 21 teams (in addition a number of Waikato athletes who are off at various 
universities were also named). This is a huge credit to the platform set in place by the 
Waikato and Midlands coaching staff. 

 

Off the field we hosted very successful tournaments; 

• National Masters Tournament 
• Under 15 – 7 aside tournament 

• Kate Trolove – Secondary School Tournament 

In the Café we had our third year of the Rewards System to encourage the Clubs to support the café.  
The system is working well for the Clubs and they appreciate the opportunity to share in the café 
surpluses. 

Finally, I would like to thank all the Waikato Hockey staff; Ned, Kirsten, Stu, Shelley, Kris and Aodan 
for all they do and the hours they put in to make hockey happen, they are a fantastic team to have 
around and we are all excited about some of the changes and improvements that we are making 
going forward, and we welcome Reiner to our team. 

Along with our paid staff I also want to thank our brilliant volunteers, who make the smooth running 
of Waikato Hockey possible.   

So to all players, coaches, managers, umpires, staff, volunteers and the Board thank you for another 
very successful year. 

Declan 

Declan Wyndham-Smith 
CEO – Waikato Hockey  
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Hockey Development Report 
2019 started strongly with over 100 participants attending our preseason training camps in both Hamilton 
and Matamata. The development focus for the preseason trainings saw a lot of growth for all the players, 
with the U15 group showing especially promising steps forward. Along with our regular coaches, we also 
had a contingent of U18 coaches, who were able to take their learnings from our more senior coaches 
and pass them on to the Intermediate teams they were coaching for the season. The idea of players giving 
back to the hockey community is vital to our continual development process.  

2019 also saw Waikato Hockey pilot a new Year 1&2 Mini programme during the Winter season. The 
rainbow hockey programme is a modified version of the Hockey NZ FunSticks module, which gives young 
players and their coaches a chance to both train and play games under the guidance of our Waikato 
Hockey coaching staff. The programme ran with great success and we received a lot of positive feedback 
from participants. As always there are some areas of this programme we would like to improve and 
refine, as we look forward to running Mini rainbow again in 2020. 

We also made changes to the Intermediate competition in 2019. The decision was made to split the 
season in half. Term 2 would consist of half field games and Term 3 the teams would move to full field. It 
is widely accepted that the half field format is more age and stage appropriate for the Intermediate level 
players. It will allow for them to focus on developing their basic skills through a game that is faster, more 
high touch and more inclusive of every individual player. The shift towards half field hockey at 
Intermediate level is now advised by Hockey NZ and having tested it out in 2019 we will now be ahead of 
the curve for the 2020 season. 

Thanks to Chesters Plumbing’s generous donation of hockey equipment, we were able to pass this 
equipment to the King Country hockey organisation. This donation greatly helps break down the barrier of 
cost for children wanting to participate in hockey. Having gear readily available also helps turn hockey 
into a more mainstream sport that anyone can go play. With this donation and their ever-present hard-
working can-do attitude King Country were yet again able host their own vibrant primary competition.  

Our representative hockey season was a big success in 2019. We hosted a brand new U15 7 aside 
Northern Region Festival. Three Waikato teams participated in the festival, which included an under the 
sea themed social event. Along with the added umpiring and coaching development opportunities, the 
festival was a great success. 

The U18 Girls’ group were able to send two teams to National tournament for the first time, since the 
inception of the regional tournament.  

Through the leadership of Marty Vickers, we were able to revive our Senior Women’s team. They had a 
very successful tournament in Tauranga, playing for the first time as the Waikato Wild Cats.  

Along with these new teams we also continued our regular contingent of rep teams, as per photos in the 
following pages. 

Stuart Pitu 
Coach Development Officer 
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 Umpires Manager Report 
2019 was another successful year for the Waikato hockey umpires. Once again, we were present at all 
levels and had many notable achievements. Over the year we appointed to over 800 fixtures and helped 
Waikato hockey achieve a level of hockey that surpassed the year before. 

As previously mentioned in last years report we welcomed Bruce, Peter and Des to the committee. All of 
which bring a wealth of knowledge and different skills and we are extremely lucky to have them on board. 
They have provided great knowledge and have in their own ways made the Waikato hockey umpires 
group move forward. 

This year we continued to appoint to Secondary A and B grades, All premier level games, intermediate 
and secondary school finals as well as Thursday night 6-a-side, representative fixtures and various other 
cries for help from around the region. A huge thank you must go to Troy and Bruce for their hours ap-
pointing and many follow up hours with late night emails to make sure that each and every game had um-
pires present. Without your guys efforts this simply wouldn’t happen and for this everyone in the hockey 
circle is hugely thankful. 

This year we saw a change it our appointments, where we asked each club team on Sundays to supply 
their own umpire. With this came expected and unexpected consequences. From this we have had a sea-
son of Sundays where there were little games with no umpires, we have had fewer complaints and have 
managed to potentially increase our umpiring pool. However with this it was also highlighted that some 
games potentially experienced a lower quality of umpiring. With 2020 fast approaching this will need to 
be readdressed and feedback sort to help minimise this in the new season. 

Throughout the secondary school competition, it was once again highlighted the difficulties faced with 
servicing satellite turfs, a continued issue from the 2018 year. This should hopefully be rectified and 
somewhat reduced in 2020 with the introduction of a new turf at Hamilton Boys’ High. 

We welcomed on-board a short sponsor in the second half of the season which would rectify our limited 
supply of umpiring shirts. As the season had progressed past a beneficial time period for the sponsor, this 
has been pushed through to hopefully 2020 and beyond. 

At rep level we saw another successful year. Waikato hockey umpires continued to be among the top na-
tionally with finals appointments the goal for many. The most notifiable achievement is Lani Jackman 
achieving the most valuable umpire at this years National Hockey League. We continued to achieve highly 
at national level with Charlotte Mayo umpiring the final 

2018 saw the theme of verbal abuse throughout all areas of our hockey community being directed to our 
officials. A few prominent cases this year has led to Waikato hockey reviewing their disciplinary procedure 
as well as their judicial systems which will be in place for the start of the 2020 season. 

The successful season was hugely pleasing for me to be a part of. We have welcomed and embraced new 
members to the committee, a restructuring of our appointments and continued to develop and grow our 
umpiring base. We have seen the development and flourishing mentor programme be reinvigorated by 
Bevan and Baggsy which will continue to grow and develop throughout 2020. I thank them for their 
efforts around this. 

2020 promises to be an exciting year, with the restructuring of Hockey as we know it in New Zealand. For-
mal planning will begin to shape very soon and I look forward to seeing this develop and transpire. I once 
again thank you all for your tireless efforts and without you hockey in the Waikato wouldn’t be as enjoya-
ble or as successful as it is.  

Thank you for the opportunity to be a part of this group. 

Rhys McLachlan 

Waikato Hockey Umpires Committee Chairperson 
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Waikato Hockey Association Awards 
Senior Division Winners 

Mens Premier Championship Round — Overall — Storage King University 

Reserve 1 Round 2 — HOB Dev 

Reserve 1 Championship Round — HOB The Helm 

Reserve 2 Round 2 — Fraser Tech Res 

Reserve 2 Championship Round — Collegians New World 

Reserve 3 Round 2 — Suburbs Pastits 

Reserve 3 Championship Round — Morrinsville 

Womens Premier Championship Round — Overall — University 

Reserve 1 Round 2 — HOG Reserves & TA Blue 

Reserve 1 Championship Round — Uni Res A 

Reserve 2 Round 2 — Fraser Tech 

Reserve 2 Championship Round — Uni Res B 

 

Senior Division Individual Awards 

Services to WHA — Mike Ward 

Services to WHA for 25+ years—Colin Watson 

Players Umpire of the Year —  

Young Male POY — Zac Litchfield [HOB] 

Young Female POY — Sharnae Taylor [HOG] 

Premier Male POY — Elijah Graham [FT] 

Premier Female POY — Julia Ebert [FT] 

Reserve 1 Male POY — Marc Carney [HOB] 

Reserve 1 Female POY — Wendy Rombouts [TA] 

Reserve 2 Male POY — Keegan van Woerden [DP] 

Reserve 2 Female POY — Alyssa Ridgeway [FT] 

Reserve 3 Male POY — Hamish O'Neil [FT] 

Junior Male Umpire OTY — Liam Nicholas 

Junior Female Umpire OTY — Charlotte Mayo 

Senior Male Umpire OTY — Bevan Nichol 

Senior Female Umpire OTY — Lani Jackman 

Most Improved Junior Umpire — Luke Pilmore-Evans 

Most Improved Senior Umpire — Dan Goodman 

Contribution Senior Umpire — Richard Baggs 

Contribution Junior Umpires — Troy Allen 
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Waikato Hockey Association Winners 
Senior Division Awards—Other 

Championship Club — Kilip Memorial Shield — Hamilton Old Girls/Boys (89.5) 

Overall Best Defensive Team — TA Blue / Uni Res A (0.86) 

Overall Best Attacking Team — HOG Res A (4.86) 

Top Goal Scoring Premier Team: Men—CIP Collegians (116) 

Top Goal Scoring Premier Team: Women—Hamilton Old Girls (84) 

Intercity: Men — CIP Collegians 

One Staff Challenge Shield: Men —  CIP Collegians 

One Staff Challenge Shield: Women — Hamilton Old Girls 

 

Junior Division Winners 

Secondary 
Boys 

MISSC Boys Div 1—HBHS 1st XI 

A Grade — HBHS Schick 1st XI 

B Grade — HCS 1st XI Warriors 

C Grade — King Country Boys 

D Grade — St Pauls Junior A 

 

Girls 

A Grade — HGHS 1st XI 

B Grade — Cambridge High 1st XI 

C Grade — Fraser High 1st XI 

D Grade — Sacred Heart Maroon 

 

Intermediate 
Premier Grade — Southwell 1st XI 

A Grade — Morrinsville Intermediate Blue 

B Grade —  Te Rapa Titans 

C Grade — Hamilton West Pukeko’s 

D Grade — St Peter’s Intermediate Blue 

E Grade — Te Awamutu Int Tornadoes 

6 aside — Fairfield Intermediate Boys Sixers 

 

Mini 
Milne Cup Winners—Southwell Comets 

Watson Cup Winners—Ngahinapouri All Stars 
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Special Awards 
Waikato Hockey Association has 

always been, and continues to  

be, served by a vast array of 

excellent volunteers. Some of 

these volunteers who have been 

recognised on the regional and 

national stage. 

 

Year Recipient Award 

1992 D Meads Sport Waikato - Administration Award 

1993 L Farrell Sport Waikato - Umpire Award 

1994 C Gilmer FIH DIP of Merit 

1995 C Gilmer Sport Waikato - Service to Sport Award 

1996 M Smith Sport Waikato - Fair Play Award 

1996 G Haste NZHF Service to Hockey Award 

1996 G O'Brien NZHF Life Member 

1997 B Rosemergy NZHF Service to Hockey Award 

1998 S Polgalse NZHF Service to Hockey Award 

1999 C Gribble  Sport Waikato - Umpire of the Year Award 

2001 D Lennox NZHF Service to Hockey Award 

2001 C Watson NZHF Service to Hockey Award 

2001 C Gribble  Sport Waikato - Umpire of the Year  

2001 N Thistlewaite Sport Waikato - Administrator of the Year 

2001 G O'Brien Sport Waikato - Service to Sport 

2003 S Polglase Sport Waikato - Service to Sport 

2005 B Nichol FIH Global Youth Leadership Awards 

2005 E Snodgrass FIH Global Youth Leadership Awards 

2005 D Kerr FIH Global Youth Leadership Awards 

2006 B Milne HNZ Service Award 

2006 S Polgalse HNZ Service Award 

2006 L Morgan HNZ Service Award 

2007 B Nichol  HNZ Service Award 

2007 G Haste FIH Leadership Award 

2007 J Wood HNZ Service Award 

2007 B Rosemergy HNZ Service Award 

2011 M Ward  HNZ Service Award 

2011 B Daldy  HNZ Service Award 

2011 V Hilton HNZ Service Award 

2011 B Milne Sport Waikato Service to Sport Award 

2012 D Hill Sport Waikato - Administrator of the Year 

2012 J Tanner HNZ Life Member 

2014 C Watson Sport Waikato Service to Sport Award 

2016 D Hill HNZ Admin of the Year 

2016 N Pirihi Hamilton Districts Admin of the Year 

2018 P Cawkwell Hamilton District Service to Sport Award 

2019 P Cawkwell Hockey NZ Gold Service Award  
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Events 
Masters 
 
2019 saw Waikato Hockey host the National Masters Tournament for the first time in 10 years.  With 
expected numbers of 65-70 teams we were surprised by the entry of 82 teams into the Tournament, 
which is a new record. 
 
With the Turf availability at the time (82 teams required 4 turfs), therefore Waikato Hockey contracted 
Rotorua to host part of the Tournament on behalf of WHA.  This was naturally a little bit of an 
inconvenience for teams having to travel there for their games, but overall the Tournament was a major 
success and the feedback has been exceptional. 
 
A special thanks must go out to Peter, Bruce and Des (Waikato’s most experienced volunteers) who spent 
the whole tournament helping out and naturally to the staff who put in countless extra hours to make the 
event what it was. 
 

Under 15 7 Aside 
 
This year the Northern Region decided to trial an Under 15 7 aside representative tournament and 
Waikato Hockey offered to host it. The feedback on this event was huge (in fact has been nominated for 
the Hockey New Zealand community initiative of the year), from the spirit the games were played in, to 
the fantastic BBQ and Disco that all teams attended, all the kids developed their hockey and had a great 
time along the way. 
 
Again a massive thanks to the WHA staff for working tirelessly to make special events like these happen. 
 

 

NZ Representative Players 
Black Sticks Men Development Squad 

Matthew Rees-Gibbs 

Reuben Andrews  

Black Sticks 

Alia Jaques 

Nic Woods  

NZ U21 Men 

Maks Wyndham-Smith 

Tim Nield 

NZ U21 Women 

Eva Zijlstra 

Kendra Peart Anderson (reserve)  

NZ U18 camp Men 

Luke Aldred 

Jakob Soo Choon 

U18 Womens Camp 

Halle Scurrah  

Leah Hodges 

Sharnae Taylor 
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Team Photos 

 2019 2018 2017 

Waikato Bears (Senior Men) 3 3 1 

Waikato WildCats (Senior Women) 5 - - 

Under 18 Girls 8 10 2 

Under 18 Boys 8 6 12 

Under 15 Girls 8 6 7 

Under 15 Boys  3 7 3 

Hatch Cup U13 Boys 14 11 12 

Collier Trophy U13 Girls 9 7 13 

Waikato Representative Teams 

National Tournament Team Results 
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Participation Numbers 
(Winter Hockey)  

2019 again saw our number increase once again with participation numbers rose to 5,256 during our 
winter season.  

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018   2019 

Mini 1299 1399 1632 1631 1135 1356   751*   740    794  868 

Primary/
Intermediate 

507  468  494   570 1073 1164 1897* 1870  1936 1996 

Secondary 936  936  884   891   960   949 1022 1168  1288 1324 

Open Grade 398  423 409 526   558   549   732   881  1015 1068 

Total 3140 3226 3419 3618 3726 4018 4402 4659  5033 5256 



 Waikato Hockey Strategic Plan 2020-2025 
 

Our Vision: To be New Zealand’s leading Hockey Association 
 

O
u

r 
V

al
u

e
s Hockey Family: We put people at the centre of our purpose, treating everyone, at all times, with care and respect. We’re a family, a whanau, a team 

and a community. 
Enjoyment: We love hockey and enjoy our involvement in the sport. We have fun and want others to have fun, to ensure a quality hockey experience. 
Integrity: We’re honest and truthful in dealing with others. We are open, transparent and real. We take responsibility for our words and actions and 
hold each other accountable. 
Strive for Excellence: We bring our passion and commitment to the sport of hockey, and its people. We strive for excellence at all times and take 
genuine pride in everything we do and how we do it. 
Learning: We provide an environment for learning, enabling our people to become the best they can be. 
Inclusive: We can achieve so much more together, when we are united. We share our knowledge and successes, so everyone achieves more. We 
welcome everyone, hockey is a place for all. 

 

Our Community is at the centre of every decision we make  
 The Sport People Development The Business The Trust 
 Competitions and Events 

This includes all competitions that we run and 
events that we host 

Extended Development  
(Players, Coaches, Umpires and Officials) 

This includes providing continuous improvement 
opportunities for all with a focus on age and stage  

Staffing, Communication, Marketing, 
Administration and Financial 

Asset Management 
and 

The WHCT Foundation 

D
e

liv
e

ra
b

le
s Develop a report on the best way forward for our 

premier competition including player development and 
improvement by the end of 2020 
 
Develop a variety of opportunities for players to play 
hockey in different competitions, different time slots and 
with different lengths of commitment. 
 
Develop a program to increase club capability for 2021 
season 
 
Develop a plan to minimise the drop off between 
Intermediate and secondary school in 2020 
 
Develop a plan to minimise the drop off between 
secondary school and clubs in 2021 
 
Increased under 15 numbers by 2022 and beyond 
 
Increase the number of adult women players by 25% by 
2025. 
 
Deliver a plan and budget on moving all summer 
offerings to 5’s by 2021 

A 5 years development plan documented and 
communicated 2020 providing a seamless development 
program for players, coaches, umpires and officials from 
WHA Development programs, through WHA Rep 
programs, onto the National Hubs and National Honours 
 
Proceeding years delivery against the plan 
communicated to AGM from 2021 
 
A minimum of 5,000 children introduced into hockey 
each year through in school and tournament events 
 
15 coaches going through level 3 WIIS course per year 
from 2020 
 
Masters Committee Developed by 2020 
 
Rep program set out and coaches selected on age and 
stage needs of the athletes.  Balance is better focus on 
Under 13 and Under 15 programs. 
 
Target Under 18’s and National Seniors teams to 
compete in Division 1 National Competitions  

25% increase in sponsorship received annually, to an 
annual target of $100,000 pa in 2025 
 
Work closely with Foundation on projects to help with 
the affordability of hockey to targeted groups. 
 
 
Develop a café renovation/improvement plan in 2020 
 
Have a café that ‘sets the benchmark’ for other sporting 
cafes by 2022 

Naming rights sponsor signed in 2020 
 
Feasibility study done to develop third turf 
2022. 
 
More changing rooms built for current 2 turfs 
and future needs 
 
Full integrated business plan developed by trust 
and WHA to meet future needs developed by 
2021 
 
Foundation developed and delivery of: 
- Friends of Waikato Hockey 
- Sticks for kids 
- Funding for schools 
- BGT scholarship growth 
In 2020 

 






































